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of many descriptions. Special trains ran from London
carrying newspapers only. Canvassing for circulation
grew into an expensive item after insurance came into
vogue.
Newnes had given purchasers of Tit-Bits an insurance
against injury in railway accidents more than twenty years
before any daily newspaper adopted this plan of securing
readers. When one started it, the others felt they must
follow* They were soon sorry it had been thought of.
The Daily Chronicle it was which led the way with
insurance coupons. Was it a coincidence that the owner
of the Daily Chronicle was a paper-maker (Edward Lloyd) ?
He would be more disturbed than others who were not
paper-makers by the waste of it which resulted from
fluctuating sales and the consequent " returns/' A news-
paper which could tell how many copies to print with a
certainty of selling them nearly all would gain, Mr. Lloyd
may have argued, an advantage over its rivals.
He did not keep that advantage long. There was a
rush to follow. Competition grew fierce. Every now and
then benefits were increased and the cost raised. At last
agreement was come to, and all offered the same.
Circulation managers say insurance must never be
dropped. Advertisement chiefs did not at first like invit-
ing people to buy papers for any other purpose than to
read them; they feared advertisers would discover that a
great many bought them for the sake of the insurance
and nothing else—did not trouble even to open them.
Later, when competition coupons for crossword puzzles
and the like had to be cut out and forwarded with solu-
tions, it was not uncommon for one person to buy several
copies of a paper and, after clipping the coupons, to throw
them away without looking at them.
Advertisers did not seem, however, to look with dis-

